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1. Executive Summary
There are millions of unplugged idle and marginal wells in the United States, most of which industry is 
obligated by law to plug. However, virtually no money is set aside to cover these obligations, and many 
producers are in default.1 The result is a swelling inventory of marginal, idle, and orphan wells. Many 
of the marginal and idle wells are de facto orphans with undercapitalized, insolvent, or non-existent 
operators. 

The U.S. Congress has proposed billions in funds to pay for 
retiring orphan wells, but that won’t come close to paying for the 
more than $250 billion in estimated onshore plugging liability—
let alone the costs of reclaiming and restoring former wells sites. 
Federal bailouts can make a dent in reducing the number of 
existing orphan wells, but what about the orphans to come?

To address the growing orphan well crisis, state and federal 
regulators must take steps to ensure that solvent operators 
fulfill their existing obligations to pay for this plugging and 
reclamation liability before they too become insolvent. That 
will require revisions to (primarily) state regulatory regimes to 
ensure that wells are properly plugged. The federal government 
can incentivize states to adopt regulatory improvements by 
conditioning federal bailout dollars on regulatory reforms to 
reduce future orphaned well burdens.

To do so, federal and state governments need a means of 
assessing regulatory reforms and measuring their effectiveness 
in reducing orphan well risk.

This report offers two related tools for assessing the effectiveness 
of state regulatory reforms at shifting well retirement costs from 
taxpayers to the legally responsible parties in industry:

•  The Producer Ratio (PR), which is a simple metric for objectively 
assessing and tracking orphan well risk between states and 
over time.

•  A regulatory risk reduction framework identifying orphan well 
risk through the well lifecycle and key areas for regulatory 
reform.

1  Haynes Boone, a major law firm that tracks oil patch bankruptcies, reports that 266 oil and gas producers have filed for bankruptcy over the last 6 
years.

http://www.carbontracker.org
https://www.haynesboone.com/news/publications/energy-bankruptcy-monitors-and-surveys
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States have a common problem—the lack of sufficient financial 
incentives to plug wells—but also have unique regulatory 
loopholes that must be closed to prevent the accumulation of 
uneconomic, unplugged wells. Correcting these loopholes is 
one step in the process, with PR being a means of measuring 
performance using a straightforward and logical methodology.

Together, these tools can serve as a rubric for any interested 
stakeholder, from federal representatives to community-based 
organizations, to assess and monitor the absolute and relative 
performance of oil producing states regarding the management 
of timely well plugging, and to effectively analyze policy proposals 
and regulatory changes intended to mitigate orphan well risk.
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2. Key Findings
•  Pending bills in the U.S. Congress would encourage increased 

financial assurance at the state level as a means to ensure 
internalization of well closure costs. With the federal 
government seeking to address the growing problem of 
orphan wells, we introduce the Producer Ratio (PR) as a 
means of measuring state effectiveness at regulating oil and 
gas retirement obligations. The PR complements federal efforts 
to reduce orphan well risk by providing federal administrators 
a simple way to benchmark state performance and track state 
improvement over time using readily available data. 

•  Today, no state has an effective regulatory program to ensure 
timely well closure, but some states nonetheless have relatively 
fewer non-economic wells due to exogenous factors including 
average productivity per well, average well age, and recent 
drilling and plugging rates, among other things.

•  Our preliminary analysis of PRs for the 13 largest oil and gas 
producing states indicates a wide range of starting points. No 
state has a producer ratio above 50%, but the top performing 
states, Alaska and North Dakota, both come close to that mark 
(47%). California and Ohio are the worst performing states 
with PRs of 5% and 3% respectively. States with the lowest PR 
are the most immediately exposed to orphan well liability risk, 
but all states need better financial assurance and plugging 
regulations to improve PR and avoid taking on cleanup costs. 

Due to the staggered starting points, going forward, both peer-
to-peer and period-over-period comparison will be needed.

•  Orphan well risk manifests differently in different stages of the 
well lifecycle. The regulatory risk reduction framework 
supports federal administrators and other interested 
stakeholders in identifying key risks in each lifecycle stage and 
assessing regulatory changes proposed by states.

•  If states universally required operators to provide full-cost 
bonding for all wells, operators would be incentivized to plug 
wells in a timely manner and states would be protected in the 
event of default. Furthermore, if states strictly required timely 
plugging of inactive wells, limited discretionary exceptions 
to these requirements, and prohibited the transfer of non-
economic wells, this would close some of the most prominent 
loopholes in current regulatory systems that have enabled the 
ballooning of orphan well liability risk.

The Producer Ratio (PR)

The PR is the number of non-stripper2 producing wells divided 
by the number of unplugged wells drilled after 19703 in a 
given jurisdiction. The PR metric is a normalized indicator of 
regulatory effectiveness at requiring oil and gas operators to 
fund the plugging of non-economic wells4 before stripping the 
last remaining resources available to pay these costs.

http://www.carbontracker.org
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Table 1. State Producer Ratios and Total Orphan Well Risk 

Table 1 shows the PR and orphan well risk in dollars for the nation’s 13 top oil and gas 
producing states. The lower the Producer Ratio, the greater the risk that wells will be 
orphaned rather than plugged by their operators. 

State Producing (PR) Unplugged 
wells

Orphan Well 
Risk ($B)

Alaska 47% 4,805  $1.2 

North Dakota 47% 30,495  $8.2 

Wyoming 32% 62,579  $9.4 

Colorado 23% 59,711  $8.3 

New Mexico 23% 73,750  $10.6 

Texas 17% 620,498  $96.9 

Utah 15% 24,106  $4.4 

Louisiana 12% 71,040  $10.5 

Pennsylvania 11% 151,302  $12.2 

Oklahoma 9% 285,472  $31.4 

West Virginia 7% 100,444  $7.6 

California 5% 107,284  $6.4 

Ohio 3% 171,402  $12.5 

2  Producing more than 15 barrels of oil or 90 
MCF of natural gas per day.

3  1970 is the approximate starting point for 
modern oil and gas regulation. See the section 
under “Exclusion of pre-1970 wells” below for 
more information.

4  State and federal regulations generally require 
that operators must plug and abandon 
oil and gas wells that have no anticipated 
future beneficial use. From the perspective 
of a producer, the determination of whether 
an operational well (i.e., a well capable of 
being operated, active or inactive), has future 
“beneficial use” is a matter of economics. 
Although there is no broadly accepted 
agreement on when a well is non-economic, 
for purposes of this report, we consider a well 
to be “non-economic” when the operator 
determines that the expected future net cash 
flows, including decommissioning, financial 
assurance, and regulatory costs such as idle 
well fees, are zero or negative. Our definition 
is different from an analysis based on “lifting 
costs” — i.e., the incremental cost of producing 
one additional barrel of oil from an existing 
well in an existing field, without consideration 
of decommissioning costs. Rather, it is 
consistent with the definition of “half cycle 
breakeven point,” as described in Tight Oil 
Market Dynamics: Benchmarks, Breakeven 
Points, and Inelasticities. Our expectation is 
that rational operators will permanently retire 
(producing and non-producing) wells whenever 
doing so will increase their expected future 
net cash flows, assuming that retirement costs 
will be internalized to the operator and not 
socialized to taxpayers.

https://globalchange.mit.edu/sites/default/files/MITJPSPGC_Reprint_18-4.pdf
https://globalchange.mit.edu/sites/default/files/MITJPSPGC_Reprint_18-4.pdf
https://globalchange.mit.edu/sites/default/files/MITJPSPGC_Reprint_18-4.pdf
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In the first section of this report, we review the problem of orphan 
well liability risk, how it came to be, and why it matters. In the 
second section, we introduce our new scoring system intended to 
ensure proper retirement of non-economic onshore U.S. oil and 
gas wells by the companies legally responsible for the costs. In 
the third and final section of the report, we examine the specific 
sources of regulatory failure that allow for the continued growth 
of orphan well liability risk and offer a framework for assessing 
the potential for proposed regulatory changes to mitigate the 
risk of orphan well liability to taxpayers.

http://www.carbontracker.org
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3. A Regulatory System Unfit for the Moment

The Problem

Historically, to meet the nation’s growing need for energy and 
bolster the domestic oil and gas industry, regulators encouraged 
production growth without much consideration for the retirement 
costs. This lack of attention to retirement costs has recently caught 
the eye of policymakers. In prior reports, we have delineated both 
the scale and systemic nature of the problem:

•  In It’s Closing Time, we reported how the oil and gas 
industry is legally obligated to plug and abandon 
(P&A) wells but hasn’t set aside the resources to do 
so. We also explained the moral hazard of low bonding that 
incentivizes operators to evade well retirement costs.

•  In Billion Dollar Orphans, we quantified the scale of orphan 
well liability risk on a state-by-state basis. We estimated that 
plugging 2.6 million documented onshore wells in the 
U.S. alone will cost $288 billion.5 This estimate excludes 
costs to plug an additional estimated 1.2 million undocumented 
onshore wells, and omits obligatory reclamation costs, which 
in North Dakota have run about as high as the cost of plugging 
according to recent invoices, doubling total retirement costs. 
We also reported that states on average have secured less 
than 1% of that amount in surety bonds. Finally, we broke 

down state well inventories based on their risk of becoming 
orphaned in the future, ranging from high producing wells 
with lowest risk to zombie wells with highest risk.

•  In They only fill when they drill, we showed that when 
industry plugs old wells, it’s mostly to enable drilling new 
ones. We also explained why we believe no state today has 
an effective regulatory regime to assure that industry funds 
its own retirement. Accordingly, unless states act to upgrade 
their regulatory systems, when the drilling stops, so will 
the plugging. 

•  Our interactive Plugging Liability Estimator Tool allows users 
to access our current estimates of plugging costs for states and 
companies. 

The orphan well problem would not exist but for regulatory 
regimes that favored production growth and boosting the 
domestic oil and gas industry over responsible management of 
retirement costs. Those regimes, run by the federal government 
and the states, were simply not designed to ensure that capital 
was available to plug wells once they became non-economic, 
much less handle a decline scenario of the likes demanded by 
science to avert climate catastrophe.

5 Our current cost estimate based on revised Enverus well count data from February 2021, is $287,593,723,157.

http://www.carbontracker.org
https://carbontracker.org/reports/its-closing-time/
https://carbontracker.org/reports/billion-dollar-orphans/
https://carbontracker.org/reports/they-only-fill-when-they-drill/
https://carbontracker.org/aro-portal-plugging-liability-estimator-tool/
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A race to the bottom

The result of the policy priorities noted above has been that 
regulators at the state and federal level have competed in a 
race to the bottom to minimize P&A financial assurance costs 
to industry. This has created two distinct problems. The first is a 
legacy of idle and orphaned wells that now must be addressed 
by industry-wide levies or taxpayer dollars. The second is a 
system that continues to create more orphan wells due to 
inadequate financial incentives for operators to promptly plug 
non-economic wells while resources still exist to do so. 

As many regulators are now discovering, the second problem is 
particularly thorny because it presents a Catch-22. Due to past 
regulatory failures, there are many thinly capitalized operators 
that cannot afford adequate financial assurance. Imposing 
regulatory rigor will, in the short term, cause some operators 
to fail and orphan well counts to rise. However, conditions will 
only get worse over time if regulators maintain the status quo. 
Proving the adage that failing to plan is planning to fail, state 
policy makers agonize that the cure may now be politically worse 
than disease.

The Role of the Feds in changing the game

Whereas new funding is needed to solve the first problem, 
better incentives are needed to solve the second. The federal 
government, through its power of the purse, has the ability take 
on both problems at once. By making federal funds for plugging 
legacy orphan wells contingent on state efforts to internalize 
oil and gas retirement costs for wells with viable operators, the 
federal government can help those states who are willing to help 
themselves, creating a virtuous policy cycle.

At the most basic level, if states universally required operators 
to provide full-cost bonding for all wells, operators would be 
incentivized to plug non-economic wells in a timely manner and 
states would be protected in the event of default. 

There are signs that some federal politicians are realizing the 
urgency and scale of the problem and the need to fix the current 
absence of incentives to timely close wells to protect taxpayers 
and the environment, although none of it goes far enough in 
terms of incentives provided or dollars committed. But there is 
a start: the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (H.R. 3684),6 
offers up to $20 million per state in performance incentives 
for states that seek to improve the regulation of oil and gas 
wells, among other things—a small portion of the total dollars 
allocated for plugging orphan wells. 

6 Reference is made to this version: EDW21A09 WG9 (downloaded Sept. 24, 2021).

http://www.carbontracker.org
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There are many valid criticisms of H.R. 3684—the current draft 
text allows for past state reforms to be sufficient and lacks a 
clearly defined system for evaluating success. Moreover, the 
dollar amounts are too small to meaningfully change state 
behavior. 

But that said, it contains the essential kernel needed to turn the 
ship: federal funds to plug legacy orphan wells in exchange for 
state efforts to make operators internalize costs of plugging the 
rest. This is what is needed to change the game and avoid the 
worst outcome: hundreds of billions in public funds expended to 
retire the industry’s inventory of unplugged wells. 

Federal programs based on this quid pro quo will require federal 
administrators to monitor state regulatory policies (e.g., changes 
in bonding regimes) and the results of these policy changes (e.g., 
reductions in the number of unplugged non-economic wells).

Measure what you want to manage

Moving from a race to the bottom to a race to the top will 
require a way to objectively benchmark state orphan well risk 
and measure self-improvement over time. 

This race to the top can be thought of as a type of real-world 
game. Any game requires four elements: players, a goal, rules, 
and feedback. In this game, the players are state policy makers 
and oilfield regulators; the goal is to reduce orphan well risk as 
measured by the scoring system described in this report; the rules 
are state P&A regulations, particularly those pertaining to financial 
assurance; and feedback is provided by a scoreboard showing 
each player’s absolute orphan well risk in dollars, its relative 

position against the other players, and its self-improvement 
over time. We quantified the players’ absolute orphan well risk 
in Billion Dollar Orphans (see Table 1). In this report, we tackle 
measurement of the players’ relative position and create a baseline 
for tracking their self-improvement over time.

Not all games offer prizes to the winning players, but in this 
case, there are rewards for absolute and relative reductions in 
orphan well risk. First, by reducing the absolute dollar amount 
of their state’s orphan well risk, policy makers reduce the risk 
that a large financial burden to plug and reclaim wells will fall to 
state residents, provoking their disapproval at the ballot box (the 
“stick”). Second, state performance in reducing orphan well risk 
may serve as a basis for allocating federal funds to plug orphan 
wells (the “carrot”). 

Leveling the playing field

Not everyone is in the same starting place regarding the current 
number of inactive, non-economic, and orphan wells, but every oil 
producing state must cross the same finish line: fix the regulatory 
system to eliminate the creation of new orphan wells.

In this report, we quantify and rank the top 13 U.S. oil and 
gas producing states on their orphan well risk. We explain 
the exogenous factors––those having nothing to do with P&A 
regulations––that influence a state’s orphan well risk and how 
to create a level playing field for future competition. We also 
describe the regulatory tools that states can use to improve their 
score. 

https://carbontracker.org/reports/billion-dollar-orphans/
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4. The Producer Ratio (PR)
Our objective for scoring the players’ relative position and performance over time was to select a gauge of orphan well risk that would 
be easily understood, measurable, and comparable across jurisdictions. It would also need to incentivize positive regulatory change 
by highlighting the underlying problem––non-producing and non-economic producing wells that remain unplugged long beyond 
their expiration date. The metric had to have a “neutral” or “standard” scale that would allow fair comparison of states. 

For our metric, we chose producing wells as a percentage of total 
unplugged wells drilled since 1970. We call this the Producer 
Ratio or PR. The PR formula is shown below.
 

Producing wells7 (excluding stripper wells)

Unplugged wells8 (excluding wells drilled before 1970)

A higher PR indicates lower orphan well risk. The goal is to 
increase PR.

Well categorization and the exclusion of stripper 
wells

We calculate PR using data from Enverus and the well status 
definitions in the Table 2, which are ordered from least to highest 
orphan risk. These are the same categories reported in Billion 
Dollar Orphans and used in the Plugging Liability Estimator 
Tool. The sum of wells in each category equals a state’s total 
unplugged well count.

7 Wells producing at least 15 bbls of oil or 90 mcf of gas per day.
8  For this metric, an unplugged well is any well that has been drilled since 1970 that has not been permanently plugged, including producing wells, stripper 

wells, injection wells, inactive, and temporarily abandoned wells, among others.

http://www.carbontracker.org
https://carbontracker.org/reports/billion-dollar-orphans/
https://carbontracker.org/reports/billion-dollar-orphans/
https://carbontracker.org/aro-portal-plugging-liability-estimator-tool/
https://carbontracker.org/aro-portal-plugging-liability-estimator-tool/
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Table 2. Orphan well liability risk categories 

Category Description

Producing Unplugged wells with a Last Production (LP) date within the past two years and average daily oil and gas 
production equal to or greater than 15 barrels of oil or 90 Mcf of natural gas.

Stripper Unplugged wells with a LP date within the past two years and average daily oil and gas production less 
than 15 barrels of oil or 90 Mcf of natural gas.

Injection + other Unplugged injection wells and other unplugged wells with no reported oil and gas production, including 
wells classified as disposal, monitor, observation, other, storage, and water.

TA (LP>24<60) Unplugged temporarily abandoned (TA) wells with a LP date more than two years but less than five years 
ago.

Zombie (LP>60) Unplugged wells with a LP date more than five years ago.
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By and large, only non-economic wells become orphans. For 
the purposes of this report, we are defining non-economic 
wells as those wells for which the net present value of expected 
future cash flows including estimated retirement costs is at or 
below zero (see footnote 2). In other words, when the future 
revenues from selling oil or gas, net of lifting costs, are no longer 
sufficient to pay for plugging and abandonment, a well’s net 
value is negative, and it is non-economic by our definition. Non-
economic wells are not limited to temporarily abandoned and 
zombie wells; some producing wells may provide only nominal 
returns to their operators but are operated to forestall or avoid 
incurring the costs to plug and abandon them. Operators of 
such wells have a natural incentive to walk away from these wells 
rather than pay the costs of plugging. Stripper wells––so called 
because they “strip” the remaining oil out of the ground9––are 
mostly aging ones that continue to produce oil, but at much 
lower rates than when they were drilled. Stripper wells in the 
hands of small operators may remain economic longer due to 
lower operating costs and required rates of return, but eventually 
all wells become non-economic, regardless of the operator.

While both “producing” and “stripper” wells produce oil and/
or gas, we differentiate between them because stripper wells 
are more likely to be non-economic and therefore pose a 
substantially higher risk of becoming orphaned. We reach this 
conclusion based on the following considerations:

•  Although stripper wells cumulatively account for a significant 
portion of total U.S. production, on an individual basis, they 
may have marginal economic value.

•  Stripper wells are often operated beyond the point at which 
they become non-economic, i.e., when expected future cash 
flows are insufficient to cover retirement costs. 

•  Operators often keep stripper wells minimally operational 
solely to defer or evade plugging costs.10

•  Inactive wells may be intentionally misclassified as active 
stripper wells to evade regulatory fees and additional bonding 
requirements for idle wells. For example, a Financial Assurance 
Technical Working Group appointed by the Colorado Oil and 
Gas Conservation Commission (COGCC) found that operators 
maintain active status for wells by selling past production from 
leasehold tank inventory or by “swabbing” wells to extract and 
sell a small amount of fluid product each year.11 

9  Our model classifies wells based on production quantities, which means we classify wells with any production whatsoever in the past two years as stripper 
wells. Stripper wells span a range of current production from zero to 15 barrels of oil equivalent (boe) per day. 15 BOE per day is a common benchmark 
for determining stripper well status. 

10 Rystad: American ‘backyard’ wells, the flexible 11% of the US onshore oil output, now face an inflexible choice.
11 COGCC Financial Assurance Technical Working Group – Final Report.

http://www.carbontracker.org
https://cogcc.state.co.us/documents/library/Technical/FATWG/Financial_Assurance_Technical_Working_Group_Final_Report_Dec_2018.pdf
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•  Stripper wells are a disproportionate source of methane relative 
to production.12 This puts them at greater risk of forced closure 
by regulators, which would cut off any future revenue.

•  Stripper well operators, which tend to be privately held, pose 
higher P&A nonperformance risk than operators of high 
producing wells.

We are not contending that all stripper wells should be 
immediately plugged. Stripper wells should remain in service so 
long as they can carry the full cost of financial assurance for 
their retirement, and we do not assume to know which wells are 
economic and which are not. Our view is premised solely on the 
assumption that stripper wells pose a substantially greater risk 
of becoming orphaned than producing wells, as these terms are 
defined in Table 2.

Exclusion of pre-1970 wells

To level the playing field, we excluded legacy wells drilled 
before 1970 because some states have a long history of oil and 
gas production and large inventories of legacy orphan wells, 
while others do not. We chose 1970 as a cutoff date based on 
historical milestones in well plugging regulations corresponding 
approximately to that year.

For example, in 1966, the Railroad Commission of Texas 
promulgated Special Order No. 20-56,535. This order 
contained many of the specific well plugging requirements of 
the state’s current Rule 14, including requirements regarding 
the setting of cement plugs to protect freshwater sands.13 About 
the same time, starting in 1967, state regulatory bodies began 
assigning unique API numbers as part of the oil and gas well 
permitting process.14 In light of these requirements, states cannot 
reasonably disclaim accountability for orphan wells drilled after 
1970.

In calculating PR, we have excluded unplugged wells in Enverus’ 
system with no spud date or a spud date before 1970. We have 
assumed that wells with no recorded spud date are generally 
legacy wells drilled prior to 1970.

12   See Measurements show that marginal wells are a disproportionate source of methane relative to production.
13  See RRC Well Plugging Primer.
14 “API well number,” Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=API_well_number&oldid=1033967286
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State scores

Orphan well liability risk for the top 13 oil and gas states, measured in absolute and normalized terms, is shown in Table 1 above.15 

Table 3 shows each state’s percentage of producing wells (PR), stripper wells, ancillary non-producing wells, temporarily abandoned 
wells, and zombie wells.16 

Table 3. State League Table

State Producing (PR) Stripper Injection + other TA Zombie TOTAL

Alaska 47% 4% 34% 6% 9% 100%

North Dakota 47% 17% 32% 2% 2% 100%

Wyoming 32% 39% 16% 6% 7% 100%

Colorado 23% 52% 14% 7% 3% 100%

New Mexico 23% 59% 12% 3% 2% 100%

Texas 17% 42% 23% 5% 13% 100%

Utah 15% 50% 19% 5% 10% 100%

Louisiana 12% 43% 14% 9% 22% 100%

Pennsylvania 11% 63% 8% 8% 9% 100%

Oklahoma 9% 31% 33% 7% 20% 100%

West Virginia 7% 72% 17% 4% 1% 100%

California 5% 15% 67% 4% 9% 100%

Ohio 3% 38% 21% 9% 29% 100% 

15  Note that the dollar estimates of orphan well risk include costs to plug wells drilled prior to 1970, but these pre-1970 wells are excluded from our PR 
calculations.

16  The percentage of producing wells is the same as PR.

http://www.carbontracker.org
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Factors influencing PR

PR is directly determined by oil-equivalent production levels. 
Wells that produce more than 15 boe/day increase PR. Non-
producing wells and stripper wells (which produce less than 15 
boe/day) reduce PR.

Factors influencing average oil and gas production levels per 
well include reservoir quality, well age, and enhanced recovery. 
As wells age, their production levels decline unless operators use 
enhanced recovery methods to temporarily reverse the trend. 
Eventually, all wells become non-economic.

Table 4 shows the average production per producing well (boed/
well) for the 13 largest oil and gas producing states.

Table 4. Average production (boed/well)

State TA

Alaska 859

North Dakota 110

Louisiana 48

Pennsylvania 43

Ohio 34

Texas 34

Wyoming 33

New Mexico 31

Colorado 30

Oklahoma 30

West Virginia 19

Utah 19

California 10

Source: EIA 2019 production data at https://www.eia.gov/petroleum/wells, 
Appendix B
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The higher a state’s average production per well, the longer its 
wells are likely to remain economic; all else being equal, highly 
productive wells stay economic longer. This gives Alaska, with 
wells having average production rates more than an order of 
magnitude higher than almost every state in the lower 48, a PR 
advantage.17 North Dakota benefits from an average production 
rate per well that is two to three times higher than most other 
states. 

Factors influencing average well age include drilling rates and 
plugging rates. Drilling new wells and plugging old ones lowers 
the average age of a state’s wells. 

As we showed in, They only fill when the drill, plugging activity 
today is highly correlated with drilling rates. In other words, 
states with lots of recent drilling, particularly horizontal drilling, 
tend to have more plugging. Thus, for reasons having nothing to 
do with P&A regulations, states with more recent drilling will tend 
to have a higher PR than states with less recent drilling, subject to 
above or below average production rates. 

The problem is that new drilling cannot sustain high PR ratios 
forever, particularly as the world transitions away from oil and 
gas. As drilling slows in step with the energy transition, the natural 
PR advantages now enjoyed by Alaska and North Dakota will 
dissipate; like any other state, they will need to ensure prompt 
well closures when production declines, or their PR ratios will 

also decline. Notwithstanding the staggered starts, every state 
eventually must cross the same finish line by addressing the costs 
to plug all new and existing wells as they become non-economic, 
as they all will in time. This makes PR a useful measure of a 
state regulatory regime’s overall effectiveness at ensuring timely 
plugging. 

States should seek to increase their PR going forward, regardless 
of their starting point. The key means within state control of 
increasing their PRI is to plug unproductive wells; the main 
mechanism for doing this is to incentivize operators to timely 
plug non-economic wells. The federal government could further 
incentivize this by rewarding those states who are increasing 
their PR ratios relative to other states or relative to their prior year 
performance. In general, that means forcing operators to bear 
the true cost of well closures––only when they are confronted 
with those costs will operators explicitly factor them into the 
economic decision of whether to plug or idle marginal wells. In 
the next section, we discuss the key areas where states can act 
to improve their PR. 

17  Note that PR is not a measure of well economics and does not consider local operating costs. The point of PR is not to show which states have the best 
well economics; it is to measure the effectiveness of state regulation of timely well plugging.
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5. Reducing Orphan Well Risk
States that want to increase their PR must incentivize operators to promptly plug non-producing wells and non-economic producing 
wells. This will involve steps to identify and mitigate orphan well risk across the well life cycle, from issuing the permit, to commencement 
of production, to potential sale or transfer, to cessation of production, to P&A and beyond. Through each life cycle stage, regulators 
should identify risks, enforce compliance, and require financial assurance for the full amount of estimated well retirement costs. 

Understanding how orphan well risk arises

Orphan well risk is born when the permit is issued. If the rules 
and financial assurance requirements in place at permit issuance 
are not sufficient to incentivize timely plugging of non-economic 
wells, it is increasingly difficult to make up for that deficiency 
and prevent well orphaning as time goes on––it’s like saving for 
retirement, you must start early or building the nest egg is very 
hard to do. 

Well and field productivity declines over time until, at some point, 
the value of future production is less than the expected cleanup 
costs. When that point is crossed, there is little incentive for 
operators to keep the wells if they will be forced to confront those 
costs—it is better to offload them. This is the problem states have 
today: having failed to regulate from the beginning, they are 
now forced to play catchup. The lesson is that there is no better 
time to secure well closure costs than at the very beginning when 
the full economic benefits lie ahead, and no reason to repeat 
these mistakes with new and recent permit issuances. 

That said, there are millions of unplugged wells that are in 
various stages of their lifecycle today, so managing this problem 
requires a full suite of regulatory tools for each lifecycle stage.

Table 5. Major well lifecycle stages

Though there is occasionally some blurring of these lines, for the 
purposes of understanding orphan well risk, these are the major 
well lifecycle stages. 

Pre-
drilling

Production Transfer 
(optional)

End of Life

Exploration

Leasing

Permitting

Site 
preparation

Drilling

Production

Sale

Divestiture

Merger

Acquisition

Spinoff 

Idling

Shut-in

Temporary 
Abandonment

Orphaning

Plugging and 
abandonment
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Pre-drilling 

Risks 
Pre-permitting, systemic risks that apply to all operators include the 
moral hazard resulting from low bonding rates and risks posed 
by the energy transition. Moral hazard arises when financial 
assurance requirements are too low, and oil and gas operators 
are willing to take on excessive retirement liability because they do 
not expect to bear the full cost of that risk. As for transition risk, the 
energy transition is and will continue to elicit a range of market and 
policy responses that negatively impact well economics, bringing 
forward the retirement of oil and gas assets and increasing the 
risk that large numbers of wells will be orphaned.

Regulatory Interventions
The most critical point of intervention to prevent orphan well risk is 
before a permit to drill is issued, and the single best tool to properly 
incentivize timely well plugging is to require financial assurance for 
the full expected retirement costs. States should eliminate blanket 
bonds and, as a condition of getting a drilling permit, require 
operators to obtain single well bonds providing 100% bond 
coverage – i.e., bonds should equal 100% of estimated plugging 
costs. Regulators looking to improve their state’s PR can look first 
to full-cost bonding for all new and recently permitted wells to 
ensure that the total potential orphan well risk stops growing. 
Pairing a well permit with a requirement to create a sinking or 
retirement fund can also help downstream, by allowing the value 
of the savings to travel with any transferred well.

Proper implementation of a full-cost standard requires 
understanding of what the actual expected retirement costs will 
be. A simple way to achieve this is to require companies to report 
full well retirement costs, inclusive of engineering and other soft 
costs, to build a database from which to determine appropriate 
financial assurance amounts.

Production

Risks
As well production declines, orphan well risk grows. Failures in 
ascertaining well status or inadequate well status classifications 
can result in wells becoming uneconomic before regulators have 
assurance in place to compensate for this heightened risk. These 
failures may flow from inadequate monitoring of well status or 
issues in regulatory status classifications that either give discretion 
to operators or create ambiguity that can allow wells to accumulate 
in certain holding categories for indefinite periods. 

In addition, plugging costs for newer, deeper wells are likely to 
depart from the past. Similarly, older wells plugged under current 
environmental standards may incur higher costs. This necessitates 
accurate and up-to-date information on well plugging costs 
incurred as well as company expectations for future well costs. 

These risks are exacerbated by the fact that regulators have 
not even required, much less obtained, the financial assurance 
needed to protect taxpayers from orphan well risk. 
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Regulatory Interventions
First, states must ensure coherence across well status categories 
and build capacity to objectively verify that wells are accurately 
and appropriately classified. The simplest means of doing this 
is to eliminate status loopholes and enforce accurate well status 
reporting (to prevent gaming and fraud), and to adhere to strict 
well integrity testing and plugging timelines, e.g., requiring wells 
that have not produced in two consecutive years to be plugged 
without exception.

Second, where programs have allowed operators to indefinitely 
postpone plugging costs as is the case with some idle and 
inactive well status classifications, states should ensure that those 
fees are not set too low. Some states, including California and 
Colorado, have adopted idle well programs for the ostensible 
purpose of reducing orphan well risk. However, as we noted in 
Treat the cause, not the symptom, relatively low idle well bond 
amounts and fees give operators a cost-effective alternative to 
plugging idle wells. Consequently, we expect these programs to 
increase rather than decrease the number of unplugged non-
economic wells in those categories.

Third, to address financial assurance, regulators should ensure 
that the industry’s costs of closing wells in the ordinary course of 
business are transparently reported. Opaque data from typically 
shallow orphan well programs is unlikely to be applicable to 
deeper fracked wells, for example. Corporate cost estimates 

should also be made available—for publicly listed companies, 
that data is already being generated to fulfill audited financial 
statement disclosure items. Cost data is important because 
it allows states to understand whether financial assurance 
requirements are adequate. 

Well Transfer

Risks
The regulation of well transfer is critical, since oil and gas 
companies commonly sell off older, more marginal wells to 
small companies focused on mature assets. In some instances, 
wells are sold to entities that lack the capital or capacity to 
cover long-tailed liabilities.18 Where financial assurance is fully 
covered (or is a requirement of transfer), there is little need for 
the state to regulate or oversee those transfers. However, where 
those obligations are unfunded, a critical point of risk mitigation 
is differentiating between bona fide transfers and the offloading 
of liabilities to undercapitalized entities.

Regulatory Interventions
First, the term ‘transfer’ must be broadly construed. All sales, 
divestitures, corporate mergers, acquisitions, spinoffs, or other 
transactions that move the responsibility for well closure from one 
legal entity to another, must be tracked and approved by regulators. 

18 See “The House Always Loses: Costly Shell Game Shifts Cleanup to Colorado”

https://carbontracker.org/treat-the-cause-not-the-symptom/
https://carbontracker.org/the-house-always-loses-costly-shell-game-shifts-cleanup-to-colorado/
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Second, low-producing, inactive wells should not be transferred 
to new operators without full-cost financial assurance provided 
as a condition of sale. Long-term inactive wells (e.g., inactive for 
over five years) should not be allowed to be transferred at all 
unless the successor to the liability commits to plugging those 
wells within a determined period from taking ownership, and 
then only with full financial assurance provided upfront. 

Finally, as is the case with offshore liability regimes, adding 
joint-and-several liability increases the chances that a viable 
responsible party can be found, and it reduces the incentive for 
operators to sell marginal wells to companies that may not fulfill 
the closure costs.

End of Life

Risks
When it comes time to permanently close wells, there is the risk 
that the costs will be greater than anticipated and that available 
financial assurance will be inadequate. Indeed, this risk may 
discourage some operators from plugging wells out of concerns 
that endeavoring to plug an older well may uncover costly spills to 
remediate or casing failures that quickly multiply plugging costs. 

Finally, after wells are permanently sealed, there is perpetual risk 
of seal failure due to plug degradation or because of “frack hits”.

Regulatory Interventions
Cost overruns may result in the well plugging being under-assured; 
this underscores the importance of updating financial assurance 
requirements to reflect the most accurate plugging data. But 
there is also the concern that cost overruns may be a significant 
disincentive for companies to plug wells, especially for smaller 
operators. Bonds are not well-suited for this type of financial risk. 
Rather, the risk-spreading mechanism provided by insurance, or 
an insurance-like system can help to both provide protection to 
the state and improve plugging incentives for operators. 

A similar effect could be achieved via a severance-tax funded 
state overrun insurance program that pays for severe outlier 
plugging and reclamation costs when no other responsible party 
can be found. This would improve incentives by mitigating the 
cost-overrun risk private companies face when entering an old 
well to plug it, but it could also be structured to protect the state 
in the event of a high-cost orphan well closure, supplementing 
existing orphan well programs.

Ensuring best practices and high-quality materials in well 
plugging can reduce the frequency of plug failure, preventing the 
waste of limited well plugging resources among both companies 
and state orphan well programs.

These points are summarized and illustrated in Figure 2.

Regulatory Risk Reduction Framework
The following table summarizes orphan well risks and regulatory 
interventions by well lifecycle stage.
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Table 5. Orphan Well Regulatory Risk Reduction Framework

Pre-drilling Production Transfer End of Life

Risks Risks Risks Risks

•  Moral hazard from low 
financial assurance

•  Energy transition risk

•  Error or fraud in well status 
classification

•  Transferee non-performance 
risk

•  Unexpectedly high actual 
costs

•  Inadequate financial 
assurance

•  Plug failure

Interventions Interventions Interventions Interventions

• Full-cost bonding

•  Require plugging and 
reclamation cost reporting

•  Require increased bonds in 
exchange for new drilling 
permits

•  Cost recovery from operator

•  Require reporting/disclosure 
of key ARO estimate 
assumptions

•  Close well status loopholes

•  Strictly enforce plugging 
timeline for inactive wells

•  Idle well fees for long-term 
inactive wells, but only if the 
fees are sufficiently high to 
incentivize plugging and/
or provide full-cost financial 
assurance, e.g. 20% of 
expected plugging and 
reclamation costs paid per 
year.

•  Track and require approval 
for all transactions that shift 
well P&A obligations

•  Require full-cost bonding for 
transfer of low-producing 
and inactive wells

•  Prohibit the transfer of long-
term inactive wells

•  Trailing joint and several 
liability

•  P&A cost overrun insurance

•  Best materials standards and 
practices in well plugging

•  Post-closure well monitoring

•  Trailing liability for plug 
failure, e.g. twenty-year 
guarantee for plug by 
terminal operator

•  Post-closure plug failure 
insurance
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A final note on excessive regulatory discretion

The best rules at every stage of the well life cycle can be 
undermined by excessive regulatory discretion. The top positions 
at regulatory agencies are staffed largely by fossil fuel industry 
professionals, trained petroleum geologist or engineers, often as 
required by state laws. Many of these individuals come from and 
will return to private sector positions in the oil and gas industry. 
Furthermore, these agencies have historically been charged with 
fostering the growth of their local industry, and state lawmakers 
on both sides of the aisle generally don’t want to be blamed for 
killing jobs. All of this creates the dynamic in which regulators 
have incentives to go easy on operators where discretion is 
granted. 

Minimizing discretion through the regulatory regime is necessary 
to ensure that non-economic wells are plugged according 
to statutory or regulatory guidelines instead of being shuffled 
through discretionary loopholes.

Key areas of excessive discretion include, but are not limited to, 
discretion to negotiate well plugging schedules (which are never 
transparently published) in place of straightforward well plugging 
timelines; discretion to require additional financial insurance for 
risky and idle wells; and discretion to require additional financial 
assurance as a condition of well transfer.

Conclusion
Proper management of well plugging by states requires both 
an understanding of the dynamics of orphan well risk and a 
method to measure and track progress over time. As the energy 
transition progresses, orphan well risk rises across the board, 
raising the potential that a large share of the estimated $288 
billion in outstanding plugging costs will fall to taxpayers, not 
including undocumented wells and other potentially large off-
balance-sheet remediation costs. 

States face two challenges—the first is that a legacy of lax 
regulation has left millions of already orphaned wells to the 
states, plus an unknown number of uneconomic wells that might 
potentially become orphans. The second problem is forward-
looking—the lack of proper economic incentives to plug 
wells (i.e., the release of a bond) means that many currently 
productive wells will likely be orphaned to the states. The first 
problem scares many regulators from addressing the second; no 
state wants to take sufficiently aggressive action to mitigate the 
proliferation of orphan wells. 

The federal government can act on both issues at once; in 
exchange for funds to plug legacy orphan wells, the U.S. Federal 
Government should take steps to prevent the creation of new 
orphan wells by requiring improvements to state regulatory 
programs designed to ensure the oil and gas industry pays its 
legally mandated well plugging costs. The Producer Ratio and 
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regulatory risk reduction framework presented here can help 
federal and state policymakers and administrators, along with 
other interested stakeholders, to understand and measure 
orphan well risk and design regulatory reforms that will have 
positive impact.
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